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Personal Data Protection Policy 
 

As Kale Pratt&Whitney Uçak Motor Sanayi A.Ş. (hereinafter “Kale Pratt&Whitney”), we made 
it our principle to protect any kind of personal data that we acquired in any way belonging to 
natural persons and to fulfill all obligations in this regard under the Law and relevant 
regulations. This clarification text has been prepared in order to inform the users of our 
website www.kalepw.com about the saving, processing, sharing, transferring to third parties, 
storing, deleting and destroying the personal data gathered on our website visitors as well as 
our principles regarding these processes. 

 

Kale Pratt&Whitney assumes the responsibility as the data supervisor regarding carrying out 
the organization, taking the technical measures and adapting them in order to protect the 
confidentiality and integrity of data in compliance with the relevant regulations. 

 
Kale Pratt&Whitney takes the necessary measures in order to protect the personal data 
against unauthorized access, loss of data, misuse, exposure, changing or destroying. 

 
Upon noticing any violation, Kale Pratt&Whitney notifies the user immediately, allows legal 
proceedings appropriately, and provides the security of data in the best manner possible. 

 
1. Definition of Personal Data 

 

The term "Personal Data" in this Personal Data Protection Policy is defined as the data 
related to natural persons such as name, surname, date of birth and birthplace, phone 
number, motor vehicle license plate, social security number, passport number, curriculum 
vitae, photo, video or audio recording, fingerprint, email address, etc. 

 

2. Legal Basis of Gathering Personal Data 
 

There are regulations and certain laws regarding the use of the personal data of the users. 
The grounds for protecting personal data have been determined in accordance with the 
Article 20 of the Constitution in particular, as well as the Law No. 5651 on Regulation of 
Publications on the Internet and Combating Crimes Committed by Means of Such Publication 
and Law No. 6698 on Protection of Personal Data and relevant regulations. 

 

3. Methods of Gathering Personal Data 
 

We store the data which has been directly shared while using the www.kalepw.com account 
such as user name, password, email, date of birth, gender, etc., as well as automatically 
obtained data such as viewed pages, login information such as duration of visit, information 
obtained through cookies, location data, browser type and language, device model, etc. for 
as long as necessary in order to provide our products and services. In accordance with our 
legal responsibility as a hosting provider, we store the IP information of our visitors which is 
obtained automatically while they visit our website www.kalepw.com as long as the legal 
period. 
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In addition to this, in case of visiting www.kalepw.com without an account or visiting the 
website without logging into the www.kalepw.com account, we automatically store the data 
such as viewed pages, login information such as duration of visit, IP data, information 
obtained through cookies, location data, browser type and language, device model, etc. for 
as long as necessary in order to provide our products and services. 

 
Cookies and similar elements may be stored on your browser as long as you visit 
www.kalepw.com. For detailed information, please visit our cookie policy. 

 

4. Areas of Use of Personal Data 
 

Personal Data will only be used for the purposes stated below; they will not under any 
conditions be used for purposes other than the ones stated in the clarification text regarding 
gathering personal data. 

 
5. Sharing Personal Data 

 

The Personal Data acquired on the website www.kalepw.com are intended for the purposes 
of the provided services and as a principle, they may not be sold or leased to third parties, 
shared with third parties or used by them in any way. 

 

However, Kale Pratt&Whitney Uçak Motor San. A.Ş. may share said data with suppliers, 
employees, consultants, business partners and other relevant third parties within the scope 
of the regulations and by taking the necessary measures in the cases where it's required for 
providing the related services and carrying out the commercial activities. These relevant 
third parties may be natural or legal persons residing abroad in accordance with the relevant 
regulations. 

 
Furthermore, in accordance with the current regulations, Kale Pratt&Whitney may share the 
Personal Data of its users with authorized bodies in case any request is received in due form 
from administrative or official bodies. 

 
6. The rights of the users in accordance with Law on Protection of Personal Data: 

 

We'd like to remind you that in accordance with KVKK, you have the right to; 

 learn whether or not your personal data are processed, 

 request information if they are processed, 

 learn the purpose of processing and whether it's used according to this purpose, 

 learn about the domestic or foreign third parties to which your data is transferred, 
 request to change the data if they have been processed incompletely or incorrectly, 

 request to delete and/or destroy  the data in accordance with Article 7 of KVKK, 

 request information on the processes regarding the transfers to the third parties in 
accordance with the subclauses (d) and (e), 

 appeal to any kind of damning result due to the analyzing of your data exclusively 
with automatic systems, 
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 Request compensation for any loss resulting from illegal processing. 
 

7. Your Consent Regarding the Storing of Your Personal Data 
 

The moment you use our website www.kalepw.com, you agree that we may use the data 
gathered from you as explained in this policy, for the purposes and with the methods stated 
above. The information gathered for the purposes stated above is provided to us with your 
free will. The users are free to decide whether or not they'll provide this Personal Data. 

 
8. Updating the Policy 

 
We may review, amend or update our policy and our method of processing personal data 
from time to time. We will publish the Updated Policy on our website www.kalepw.com. The 
updated conditions will enter into force starting from the date they're published. 

 
. 

 
 

The Data Supervisor Representative which will be assigned by our company will be declared 
on the Data Supervisor Registry when the legal basis is provided and on the website that 
contains this document. The owners of personal data must submit their questions, views or 
requests to the address kvkk@kalepw.com in written form. In this case, you will receive a 
written response within 30 days. 

 
Kale Pratt&Whitney Uçak Motor San. A.Ş. 

Date of Last Update: May 28, 2020 
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